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                                LinkedIn Campaign Expert for PM Leads
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            W...hunt for an expert in LinkedIn advertising. The primary goal of this position is to generate leads and drive a steady stream of entry-level or middle-level Project Manager candidates to apply for positions with our clients. We prefer to work with those who manage likedin campaigns demonstrably with Italian, UK or general EU companies.

The successful candidate should excel in the following areas:
- Managing and optimizing LinkedIn campaigns 
- Identifying and reaching targeted audiences, particularly job seekers 
- Working with a set monthly advertising budget 
- Transparent communication and reporting of campaign effectiveness

If you have a proven record in generating leads through LinkedIn, and have the skills to connect...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Reklamering
                        
                            Leads
                        
                            Linkedin
                        
                            LinkedIn Recruiting
                        
                            Recruiting Sales
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $151
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $151
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            13 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Social Media Manager to Create Instagram Posts with ChatGPT & Canva
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm looking for a talented social media manager to create Instagram posts with the help of ChatGPT and Canva.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Canva
                        
                            ChatGPT
                        
                            Instagram
                        
                            Markedsføring av sosiale medier
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $4 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $4 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            70 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Automated Product Uploader for eBay.co.uk
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I am looking for a seasoned freelancer to build an automated product uploader for eBay.co.uk. I have no specific preference over whether the uploader uses manual entry, CSV/Excel file or API integration methods to retrieve product information, so I am open to suggestions here.

As for skills and experience:

- Strong working knowledge of eBay's platform is crucial
- Prior experience in building automated uploading systems is desirable 
- Familiarity with CSV/Excel file handling or API integration would be bonus points

In your proposal, I would appreciate a brief overview of your past work, relevant experience and detailed explanation on how you plan to tackle this project. Looking forward to see your innovat...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Data Mining
                        
                            eBay
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Python
                        
                            Programvarearkitektur
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $21
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $21
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            63 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Excel Spreadsheet Quartering & Cleanup
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm searching for a professional with advanced Excel skills to modify my spreadsheet. The tasks include:

1. Quartering: Split my dataset into four sections (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4).
2. Data Removal: Erase specific rows or columns as per provided instructions. 

The ideal person for the job is quick, efficient, and meticulous, with a keen eye for detail. The ability to understand and work efficiently with large datasets is a must. Proficiency in Excel is expected and prior experience with similar projects would be highly advantageous.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF JOB:
On the attached spreadsheet:
Remove all of the accounts that are exempt from work comp (column R shows who is exempt)
Remove all columns except for Business name, address, city, state zi...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Data Mining
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $19
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $19
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            40 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Data Entry and Bids Management VA
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I need a virtual assistant (VA) who can assist with the following tasks:

- Data entry: The volume is expected to be low, less than 100 entries per day.

- Bids submission and management on online bidding websites. This will involve submitting bids, monitoring them, and managing the bidding process.

Ideal candidates should have experience with online bidding websites, data entry, and managing bids. Efficiency, attention to detail, and organizational skills are extremely valuable for this role.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Virtuell assistent
                        
                            Nettsøk
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $6 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $6 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            115 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Document-Linking Software for Process Management
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            In need of a software that can interlink and manage spreadsheet files for my machining process. Here's what the tool needs to be able to do:

1. **Document Linking**: The primary function of this software should be to connect various spreadsheet files relevant to the machining process. 

2. **Control Plans & SOPs**: The software should allow us to create and manage control plans and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). 

3. **Data Management**: It should handle spreadsheet files with embedded charts and calculation formulas, and needs to be capable of maintaining this functionality while linking documents.

4. **Runchart Plotting**: The software should be able to generate runcharts automatically using input ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            C# Programmering
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Java
                        
                            Programvarearkitektur
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $276
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $276
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            13 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Create Meme Coin Website
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm seeking an experienced crypto developer to create a meme coin with investment purpose. 

- Purpose: The purpose of this project is to create a new meme coin that will serve as an investment tool. It's essential that the coin is carefully designed to encourage long term investment and value increase.  

- Target Audience: The coin is aimed at meme lovers. You should understand this demographic's interests and needs, and be able to craft a coin that appeals directly to them. 

- Timeframe: I need this project completed ASAP. Therefore, I require a professional able to work quickly without compromising on the quality of the outcome. 

- Skills & Experience: The perfect candidate should have solid experience in...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Blockchain
                        
                            Cryptocurrency
                        
                            Grafisk design
                        
                            Logodesign
                        
                            Nettsidedesign
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $203
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $203
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            17 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Text Data Typing in Excel
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            As a project owner, I am seeking a skilled individual to carry out data typing from scanned documents to a simple Excel table. 

Key Responsibilities:

- Conversion of text data from scanned documents into an Excel sheet
- Ensuring the accuracy of the data typed in

Required skills and Experience:

- Proficiency in MS Excel 
- Strong attention to detail 
- Experience in data entry tasks
- Ability to interpret and input text data accurately. 

Looking forward to your bids!
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kopiskriving
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $11 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $11 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            148 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Data Entry Task -- 2
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of a detail-oriented freelancer to assist with a versatile data entry project. The task may involve text data, numeric data, or even image data as the specifics have not been settled upon yet. When applying, it's crucial to provide examples of your past work as your experience will be integral to your success in this role. It might be necessary to deliver the completed work in various formats, such as spreadsheets, databases, or text files, the final choice depends on the outcome of the project. An understanding and familiarity with all these formats will be essential in a potential freelancer.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Powerpoint
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $29 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $29 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            98 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Create a Lisp extension for AutoCAD
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            To create a Lisp extension for AutoCAD that facilitates the division of areas into rooms such as bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens, living rooms, balconies, and other areas, you will need to focus on a few key functionalities. This Lisp program should allow the user to specify the number of divisions and the areas of each division, and it should query whether each area receives natural lighting. Below is a general outline of how you could approach writing this Lisp program for AutoCAD:

Interface for User Input: Create a simple interface (dialog boxes or command-line prompts) that asks the user for the number of divisions and for details about each division (type of room, area, and whether it has natural lighting).

Data Storage: Use data...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Bedriftsidentitet
                        
                            Grafisk design
                        
                            Logodesign
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Nettsidedesign
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $22
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $22
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            43 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Beginner Virtual Assistant Needed for Various Online Tasks
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of a beginner-level virtual assistant to support me with the following tasks:

- Web Search: Scouring the internet to gather specific information.
- Social media management (linkedin)
- Data Entry: Updating and maintaining information in databases or records.

Prospective candidates should be beginners who are keen to learn and improve their skills. Previous experience in the mentioned tasks would be advantageous but is not a must. Aptitude for accurate and efficient data entry, ability to plan, schedule and manage social media pages, and strong web search acumen will be key to succeed in this role.

Tasks that I need are beginner friendly and if you are not willing to work fo...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Forskning
                        
                            Virtuell assistent
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $5 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $5 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            31 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                PDF Typing
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Type out 4 documents (into 2 documents) SOP into 1 and GB into 1. 

$60 budget.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kopiskriving
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $77
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $77
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            60 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Internal order confirmation system -- 2
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...straightforward internal order confirmation system to streamline the purchasing process and manage order confirmations. The ideal system for me would:

- Create weekly order templates when at office (check .xlsx file for example)
- Open ordertemplate and write in customer and order (check .xlsx file for example)
- Save customer info for reuse
- Save product info for reuse 
- Generate automatic emails and printable PDF documents for order confirmations
- Include detailed information in the confirmations such as products, quantities, prices, and customer's name and contact details
- also save order on webserver in text file or database
- installation on internal webserver

See example of weekly order 
See order 

Freelancers with experience ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            HTML
                        
                            MySQL
                        
                            PDF
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Web Hosting
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $18 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $18 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            32 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Project for Khushh07
                            
                        

                        9 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Agreed entry project
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            HTML
                        
                            PHP
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $180
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $180
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            1 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
  
    










                                3D Designer to Create Realistic a Sword and its Sheath.and from Photos
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            We are seeking a talented 3D designer to transform the photos that I am attatching to the contest into a 3D Designed a Sword and its Sheath (two Objetcts) suitable for 3D printing. The initial project involves creating a a Sword based on the provided photos, with a final height of 1450 mm and a Sheatch with a final height of 111mm
. 
Requirements:

- Proficiency in 3D modeling software (e.g., Blender, Maya, ZBrush)

- Experience in creating realistic 3D models from reference photographs

- Ability to optimize designs for 3D printing

-Strong attention to detail and commitment to quality

To apply, please submit visual representations of a portion of the proposed 3D figure based on the provided photographs. This could include photograp...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            3D-animasjon
                        
                            3D-modellering
                        
                            3D Rendering
                        
                            3ds Max
                        
                            Maya
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $163
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                Garantert
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                $163
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                            9 bidrag

                        
                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bli med nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            
        
            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Architectural Product CAD Drawings
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            We are a material manufacturer looking for product drawings to be reformatted to reflect the company branding. 

Existing CAD drawings will be provided as well as all part numbers, logo assets, etc. 

1.	Reformat. 
2.	Replace title block. 
3.	Replace logo. 
4.	Change part numbers.
5.	Provide CAD and PDF version for each drawing. 

Examples of drawings before and after are attached - it would be approximately 250 drawings. Thanks in advance for your bid.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            AutoCAD
                        
                            CAD/CAM
                        
                            Grafisk design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $352
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $352
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            91 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Visualizing Process Plant Data with Graphs
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I need a specialist in data visualization and Excel to help me create graphs that illustrate quarterly operational data trends in a process plant context. The goal is to facilitate easier data interpretation and decision making. The project will particularly involve turning raw data into graphical representations.

Key responsibilities:
* Understand source data, which consists of process plant metrics such as temperature, pressure, flow rate, etc.
* Create meaningful, easy to interpret graphical representations for these metrics
* Ensure the graphs accurately display trends over quarterly periods.

Ideal experience and skills:
* Strong expertise in Excel
* Familiarity with processing pl...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Statistikk
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $22
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $22
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            42 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Multi-Media Editing: Video and PDF
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...experienced freelancer who can help me with both video and pdf editing tasks:

Video editing :
- I need someone skilled in color correction, as well as the incorporation of advanced visual effects , sound effects and text overlays. The goal here is to enhance the quality and professionalism of my videos so anyone with prior experience in this field would be ideal.

PDF editing :
- Adding my company's logos to the PDFs for a more professional and personal touch is a main requirement. Therefore, a freelancer with professional experience in handling corporate documents and branding would be highly appreciated.
   
Skills and Experience: Proficiency in professional video editing software (like Adobe Premiere Pro or Final Cut Pro) ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Adobe InDesign
                        
                            After Effects
                        
                            Videoredigering
                        
                            Videoproduksjon
                        
                            Videotjenester
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $6 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $6 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            17 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Virtual Assistant for Job pipeline management
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            As a busy professional, I am in need of a skilled Virtual Assistant. 

Key Responsibilities: 
* Email Management: A significant aspect of the role will be filtering out job alerts from my inbox. This demands a keen eye for relevant opportunities and excellent judgement capabilities. 
* Calendar Organization: The second primary responsibility will be managing my calendar. This involves scheduling and managing appointments, setting reminders for important events and coordinating meetings with multiple participants. Your keen attention to detail and exceptional organizational skills will be invaluable in this role. 

Ideal Skills:
* Experience with email and calendar management 
* Efficient in data entry 
* Excellent analytical judgment of job alerts ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kundesupport
                        
                            Kundebehandling
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Virtuell assistent
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $11 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $11 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            81 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Excel project for Milan
                            
                        

                        9 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Hi Milan S., I noticed your profile and would like to offer you my project. We can discuss any details over chat.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            HTML5
                        
                            JavaScript
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $30
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $30
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            1 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Stripe-Hubspot Integration Specialist
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of a talented individual who is intimately familiar with Hubspot and Stripe for CRM integration. Your main task will be to coalesce these two systems to streamline my payment processing and manage customer subscriptions. 

- The main target is to import our current excel spreadsheet correctly into Hubspot (about 20 columns) with each field correctly displayed. (see attached sample).

- To have each stripe payment correctly updating the right client, so we know if one is late on his subscription payment or not.

Here's what I'm looking for:

- Proficiency in both Hubspot and Stripe platforms
- Proven expertise in CRM integration
- Ability to optimize processes for ease and efficiency

Your expertise ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            CRM
                        
                            Hubspot Marketing
                        
                            PHP
                        
                            Salesforce.com
                        
                            WordPress
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $120
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $120
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            102 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Comprehensive Excel Data Entry and Formatting
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I am on the hunt for a detail-oriented individual with expertise in Excel data entry. The ideal candidate should have:

- Proficiency in entering different types of data such as text, numbers, and the date/time.
- Experience working with extensive amounts of data. This project will entail handling more than 500 rows and columns.
- Advanced knowledge of Excel formatting is a must. Specifically, the data entered will need to adhere to certain formatting conditions.

If you are well-versed in managing and entering large datasets in Excel, and can diligently follow formatting requirements, then this project is for you. Please attach any relevant experience or examples of your previous data ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kopiskriving
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Nettsøk
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $15 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $15 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            139 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                PDF Text to Spreadsheet Data Entry
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm seeking a detail-oriented freelancer to enter text data from PDF format into a spreadsheet. 

Your tasks would include: 

- Extracting and entering text data from PDF documents with high accuracy
- Ensuring all entered data is correctly formatted and categorised according to my requirements  

Ideal skills and experience for the job:

- Prior data entry experience, particularly with PDF to spreadsheet conversions
- High attention to detail
- Familiarity with spreadsheet software such as MS Excel or Google Sheets
- Proficiency in English, as the text data to be entered is in this language. 

Feel free to reach out with any questions or clarifications desired...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Virtuell assistent
                        
                            Nettsøk
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $10 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $10 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            147 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Expert Part-Time Data Entry Specialist Needed
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of a part-time data entry specialist, preferably with profound experience in text data entry. 

Specifics of the role are:
- Handling and managing text data entry tasks
- Efficiency with Google Sheets is required as the primary tool for the job
- Previous experience in data entry roles is preferred

This project requires meticulous attention to detail and high accuracy in data entry. The ideal candidate should have an unparalleled understanding of Google Sheets, along with a track record in text data entry roles.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kopiskriving
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Virtuell assistent
                        
                            Nettsøk
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $11 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $11 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            63 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
  
    




                                Emblematic Logo Design for Branding
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...delivery service, and we need a logo that encapsulates our brand's spirit. DankDrop aims to revolutionize the way people experience and obtain cannabis by providing a seamless, efficient, and discreet delivery service. Our logo should reflect our commitment to quality, innovation, and customer satisfaction, while also incorporating abstract elements associated with marijuana culture.
Project Guidelines:

1. Logo Concept:

    The logo must be original, innovative, and professional.
    It should convey the essence of a cannabis delivery service in a subtle, abstract manner.
    While the logo should hint at cannabis culture, it must do so without directly using common cannabis imagery (e.g., the cannabis leaf) to ensure a broad appeal.

2. Design Element...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            3D Design
                        
                            Grafisk design
                        
                            Illustrator
                        
                            Logodesign
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $85
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                $85
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                            219 bidrag

                        
                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bli med nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            
        
            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Excel Sheet
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            i need to build a Excel sheet very simple, its to manage employes holidays and shedules.
Are only 10 employes, and just need a simple calendar in Excel to select labor by day or to count free days like holidays or ilness. 
I fill calendar and excel show me total days worked, or holidays days left by employee.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $112
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $112
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            110 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Online Data Entry, 1000-5000 Entries
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            As part of this project, I am looking for a professional to perform online data entry of 1000-5000 mixed numeric and textual entries. 

Key Tasks:
- Entry of mixed numeric and textual data online

Skills and Experience Required:
- Strong typing skills 
- Attention to detail 
- Experience with Online Data Entry 
- Proven ability to handle large volume data entry (1000-5000 entries)
- Proficient in entering both numeric and textual data. 

Your abilities to correctly and efficiently input large volumes of mixed data are crucial to be successful in this project.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Virtuell assistent
                        
                            Nettsøk
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $406
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $406
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            141 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Social Media Manager to Create Instagram Posts with Claude AI & Canva
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm looking for a talented social media manager to create Instagram posts with the help of Claude AI and Canva.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Canva
                        
                            ChatGPT
                        
                            Markedsføring av sosiale medier
                        
                            Social Media Post Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $4 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $4 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            70 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                VBA macro for merging data from different excel file
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I want someone who can create a VBA macro to merge specified excel workbooks from different excel files in one click.

More details:

What specific tasks do you need the VBA Excel program to perform? Automate data entry
What types of data will the VBA program need to handle while automating the data entry? Text data, Numeric data
How will the VBA program receive the data that needs to be entered? Files
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Visual Basic
                        
                            Visual Basic for apper
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $19
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $19
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            22 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                App marketplace de libros Bunny books 
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Quisiera hacer una aplicación llamada Bunny books, que sea una empresa, pero a la vez sea un lugar, un marketplace, para compra-venta de libros. Todo comienza en Bunny books, que compra libros físicos e e-books, y los almacena y digitaliza. En el caso de los libros físicos, se toma un scan, desempastando el libro, y haciendo el scan hoja por hoja. El libro final tendrá la parte PDF y la parte e-book hecha por Bunny books. Los e-books simplemente se los sube a la plataforma, para asegurar que no se usen dos veces, ni se repliquen dos veces, sino simplemente sea un objeto digitalizado y inutilizable en la vida real. Se mantendrán desempastados los libros, y se pintarán palabras del 70% del libro al azar, y se hará un almacenamiento de l...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Database-utvikling
                        
                            Full Stack Development
                        
                            Grafisk design
                        
                            Internettsikkerhet
                        
                            Mobile App Development
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $1041
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $1041
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            56 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
  
    




                                Create a logo - 09/04/2024 09:38 EDT
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm seeking a skilled graphic designer to create a unique logo for my company, ABC. The logo should:

- Reflect a metallic material aesthetic, likely inox or similar metals.
- Incorporate an aspirational and professional design language.

Skills and Experience Required:
- Proven experience in logo design
- Proficiency with design software
- Exceptional creativity and innovation

Note: I have not specified any particular symbols or images to be incorporated into the design, hence, creative freedom is encouraged. Focus on delivering a design that effectively communicates my company's brand identity in a sleek, modern, and professional light.

Fell free to create sample. Best one will be rewarded.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            3D Design
                        
                            Grafisk design
                        
                            Illustrator
                        
                            Logodesign
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $16
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                $16
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                            133 bidrag

                        
                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bli med nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            
        
            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Data entry task of listing  -- 2
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Hi,
I’m looking forward for some enthusiastic and active freelancers to help me to accomplish my  the required information will be given.A test will be taken to accomplish the  is the work of listing on  clear all  payment will be according to your  are most welcome 
Thanks
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kopiskriving
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            PDF
                        
                            Virtuell assistent
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $12
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $12
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            109 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Sales Professional for Service Enterprise
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...navigate the unique needs of a service enterprise. If you excel at cold calling, client meetings, and meticulous follow-ups, this might be the perfect project for you.

Key Responsibilities:
- Initiate cold calling to generate new business.
- Set up and attend client meetings, perfectly representing our service-oriented business.
- Tenaciously follow up on leads to convert them into clients.

Software Skills Needed:
- You must be adept at using Excel spreadsheets to keep track of sales leads and customer information.

Ideal candidates should have a proven track record in sales, with particular expertise in cold calling and follow-ups. A service-minded approach and excellent communication skills are crucial. Past experience in maint...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Salg
                        
                            Telefonsalg
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $11
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $11
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            17 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Advanced Tamil/Sinhala PDF to Excel Converter -- 2
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I’m in need of a PDF to Excel converter that effectively processes Tamil and Sinhala languages. It’s crucial that this tool possess the following features: 

- Text Extraction: Ability to pull all text from documents cleanly and clearly.
- Character Recognition: Must be able to identify individual characters and symbols for precise conversion.
- Language Detection: The converter should automatically recognize the language of the text.

I expect high accuracy in text extraction, to ensure the integrity of the original document is maintained in the converted output. 

Experience in Optical Character Recognition (OCR), and proficiency in Tamil and Sinhala language text processing, will be ideal for this p...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            OCR
                        
                            Python
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $17
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $17
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            12 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
  
    




                                YouTube Thumbnail Creation - IWG 1005
                            
                        

                        2 dager left

                        
                    

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...graphic designer to create a bold and colorful YouTube thumbnail for a podcast. The thumbnail should include a catchy phrase related to the main theme of the podcast, which is real estate and business.

Skills and experience required for this project:

Graphic design expertise, with a strong understanding of color theory and composition
Ability to create eye-catching and visually appealing designs
Experience in creating thumbnails for YouTube or other social media platforms
Understanding of the real estate and business industry to accurately represent the podcast theme
The ideal candidate should be able to create a thumbnail that grabs attention, communicates the podcast's theme, and entices viewers to click and ...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Reklamedesign
                        
                            Grafisk design
                        
                            Illustrasjon
                        
                            Logodesign
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $10
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                Garantert
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                $10
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                            37 bidrag

                        
                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            Bli med nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            
        
            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                manejo de redes y presupuestos
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Soy médica y busco personal para ayudarme en el manejo de redes, sacar y/o editar fotos, manejar excel con costos de insumos, presupuestos, etc
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Instagram
                        
                            Fotografi
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $10 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                                Lokal
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $10 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            11 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Custom logo in vector
                            
                        

                        9 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Hello,

Thank you for taking the time to review this bid! I am really eager to work on your project and confident as well that can deliver your desired logo. I believe in ORIGINAL and QUALITY work at reasonable rates. I am highly motivated and professional so can deliver you the work timely.
	
LOGO Graphics PORTFOLIO:





SERVICES you will get for CUSTOM LOGO:

Multiple INITIAL logo concepts.
REVISIONS for selected one.
Deliverable Format (Web & Print): JPG, GIF, PNG, PSD, EPS, PDF, AI etc. with used font file, color chart and icon set
Technology: VECTOR (adobe illustrator)
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Bannerdesign
                        
                            Grafisk design
                        
                            Logodesign
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                            Nettsidedesign
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $48
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $48
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            1 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                copy typing
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Looking for highly experienced data entry specialist who is detail-oriented, conscientious, and efficient. Experience updating meta tag and schema markup is preferred but not required. Will need to copy and paste data into a dashboard with multiple documents open simultaneously. Must complete entries for one city every 15 minutes for a total of 4 cities per hour. Total of 40 hours over a one-week period. Before responding to this job post
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kopiskriving
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Virtuell assistent
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $408
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $408
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            104 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Advanced Tamil/Sinhala PDF to Excel Converter
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I’m in need of a PDF to Excel converter that effectively processes Tamil and Sinhala languages. It’s crucial that this tool possess the following features: 

- Text Extraction: Ability to pull all text from documents cleanly and clearly.
- Character Recognition: Must be able to identify individual characters and symbols for precise conversion.
- Language Detection: The converter should automatically recognize the language of the text.

I expect high accuracy in text extraction, to ensure the integrity of the original document is maintained in the converted output. 

Experience in Optical Character Recognition (OCR), and proficiency in Tamil and Sinhala language text processing, will be ideal for this p...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            OCR
                        
                            Python
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $13
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $13
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            17 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Excel sheet data typing
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Je recherche un freelance pour m'aider à collecter des données quantitatives dans le cadre d'une recherche académique. Je dispose d'une liste de sources spécifiques à partir desquelles je souhaite que les données soient collectées.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Nett-scraping
                        
                            Nettsøk
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $20 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $20 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            18 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Retail Procurement & Sourcing Specialist in SOUTH AFRICA
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ❗️SOUTH AFRICA 


Hello, my name Kristina. 
I am looking for an assistant/purchasing manager for one-time tasks in South Africa.

You will need to find certain items in the Chinese markets in Cape Town or Johannesburg. After you find these products, you will need to write down the supplier’s contacts in Excel. Thus, you will need to find more than 30 products and suppliers.

One day of work (6-7 hours) - 100$.

Example of products:
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Leads
                        
                            Markedsundersøkelse
                        
                            Forskning
                        
                            Salg
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $51
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $51
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            4 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Efficient PDF to Word Copy Typing
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm seeking a skilled freelancer to efficiently convert PDFs into Word documents. A successful applicant should demonstrate a wealth of experience in copy typing, particularly from PDF to editable document formats. Although I've skipped the specific source of content, you should be prepared for various document types such as handwritten notes, printed documents, or scanned images.

Necessary Skills Include:
- High-level typing accuracy and speed
- Proficiency with PDF and Word software
- Keen eye for detail to ensure no data is missed or misinterpreted
- Ability to handle varying document formats

Please include detailed information about your prior experience in your application. I look forward to partnering w...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kopiskriving
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            PDF
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $6 / hr
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $6 / hr
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            80 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Excel Sheet Data Typing 
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I am looking for a professional with expertise in data entry to help in entering data from physical documents into an Excel sheet. You must have a strong attention to detail and a high level of accuracy.

-The task involves converting data from physical documents to Excel.
-Experience of data entry from physical documents would be an advantage.
-Diligence and accuracy are key to this project as well-managed and well-structured data is a must.
-The format of the data entry fields is not fully determined and will be clarified during the project's initiation. 

Your proficiency in Microsoft Excel along with your past experience in similar projects wi...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Kopiskriving
                        
                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            Word
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $249
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $249
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            94 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Comprehensive Text Rewrite in PDF
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm looking for an experienced and detail-oriented freelancer who can help me with extensive rewriting in a scanned paper PDF file, likely requiring knowledge of a tool like Adobe Acrobat. The project involves:

- Text correction: We'll be doing a full text overhaul, but we're looking to maintain the original style and not to change the aesthetic. It's essential that you have strong writing skills, with an ability to mirror the original tone.

- Image and formatting changes are not needed for this project. 

Ideal candidates will have demonstrated experience in extensive rewriting, PDF editing and have a keen eye for ensuring tone consistency.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Redigering
                        
                            Editorial Writing
                        
                            Skyggeskriving
                        
                            PDF
                        
                            Photoshop Design
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $16
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $16
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
                                                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                            50 bud

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                                                                                
                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Django Registration Form Development
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm looking for a skilled Django developer to create:

* A multipage form with distinct sections to collect relevant user details.
* A custom admin page where I can view the data of users

Prior experience with Django and web development is required. 
Please include examples of similar projects you’ve completed when placing your bid.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            CSS
                        
                            Django
                        
                            HTML
                        
                            JavaScript
                        
                            Python
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                                (Avg Bid)
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                                Create token on TRON (TRX) network
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                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            We are seeking a skilled blockchain developer to create a custom TRON (TRX) token that incorporates a range of advanced features and functionalities. The ideal candidate will have experience with TRON blockchain development and a deep understanding of smart contract programming.

Features Required:

Mintable: The token should be capable of creating new tokens to be added to the total supply.
Burnable: It should allow tokens to be "burned", effectively removing them from the total supply.
Pausable: The contract should enable transactions to be paused, a crucial feature for emergency or maintenance purposes.
Permit: Implementing EIP-2612 permit function for allowing spending of tokens via signatures.
Flash Minting: Ability to mint to...
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Blockchain
                        
                            Non-fungible Tokens (NFT)
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                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Tablet & Desktop UI/UX - Basic Design, Skilled software/app UI/UX designer/Java FX/Figma
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm in need of a talented designer who specializes in both UI and UX design for desktop and tablet interfaces. The perfect freelancer for this would be familiar with Java FX and Figma. The focus for this project is to create an easy-to-navigate, simple, yet engaging design.

Your tasks would include:
- Understanding our basic level design aesthetic and navigation patterns.
- Applying them to our desktop and tablet platforms.
- Ensuring the UI and UX are optimized for both platforms.

Ideal skills and experience:
- Strong background in UI/UX design, specifically for desktop and tablet formats.
- Proven experience with Java FX and Figma.
- Demonstrated ability to create a basic, user-friendly interface.

The first design sha...
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                            Java
                        
                            JavaFX
                        
                            Mobile App Development
                        
                            Brukergrensesnitt / IA
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                                Project For Kaindo
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                            
                                     VERIFISERT
                            

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            I'm seeking a highly skilled Expert

The project demands:

- Proven expertise in Excel
- A sound understanding of statistical analysis 
- At least intermediate experience in data analysis using Excel
- Excellent attention to detail

Responsibilities will include running statistical analyses on sets of data, interpreting and presenting results in a clear, comprehensible manner. I look forward to receiving bids from all suitably qualified freelancers. Thank you.
                        
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
                        
                            SPSS-statistikk
                        
                            Statistisk analyse
                        
                            Statistikk
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                $18
                                (Avg Bid)
                            
                            
                            

                        
                    


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                $18
                                                                    
                                        Snitt bud                                    
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                                Arabic-English Data Entry Specialist Needed
                            
                        

                        6 dager left

                        
                    


                    
                    
                    
                        
                            ...seeking an experienced professional who is proficient in Arabic and English for a data entry project. You will be inputting simple data in Excel form, such as names and addresses. The data is currently stored in digital files. 
Required Skills:
- Proficiency in Arabic and English languages
- Experience in Excel data entry
- Attention to detail 
Experience with similar data entry projects before would be ideal.




The Task we have an excel sheet which has list of professors for a Kuwait University, and we have images of the updates professor list.


We want you add in the table the missing people from the images.



Attached the excel sheet and the ...
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                            Dataregistrering
                        
                            Databehandling
                        
                            Excel
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                            Hi team can you please edit this PDF again? The same one to say 2024
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                            Illustrator
                        
                            Logodesign
                        
                            Photoshop
                        
                            Nettsidedesign
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                                        Snitt bud                                    
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                                            By nå                                    
                                                            
                        

                

            

        

    


                
            

            
                
        Viser 101 til 150 av 2,000 bidrag


Resultater pr. side
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